Background-Most myocardial infarctions are caused by the rupture of small rather than large plaques in the arteries of the heart that are beyond the detection limit of current technologies. Methods and Results-Recently, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has demonstrated considerable potential as a method for high-resolution assessment of vulnerable plaque. However, intravascular OCT imaging is complicated by the need to remove blood from the imaging field because blood results in substantial signal attenuation. This work examines index matching as a method for increasing penetration. Index matching is based on the hypothesis that the predominant source of scattering in blood is the difference in refractive index between the cytoplasm of erythrocytes and serum. By increasing the refractive index of serum to a value near that of the cytoplasm, or index matching, scattering can be substantially reduced. The concept was tested with a system that pumped blood in vitro through transparent tubing. The test compounds, dextran and intravenous contrast agent, both led to significant improvements in penetration (69Ϯ12% and 45Ϯ4%). No significant effect was seen with the saline control. For dextran, the effect could not be attributed to reductions of red cell number or volume because changes in these parameters were not different from the control. In the case of intravenous contrast, a small but significant relative reduction in red cell volume was seen. Conclusions-This study demonstrates the feasibility of index matching for improving OCT imaging through blood.
M yocardial infarction, commonly known as heart attack, is the leading cause of death in the industrialized world. 1 Most myocardial infarctions result from the rupture of small, thin-walled plaques in the coronary arteries. When these plaques rupture, they release lipid into the blood, a clot forms, and the vessel occludes. 2, 3 Most of these plaques are below the detection limit of currently available imaging technologies. 4 Therefore, a true clinical need exists for an imaging technology capable of identifying these plaques before rupture.
A recently developed, high-resolution imaging technology, optical coherence technology (OCT), has demonstrated considerable potential as a method for imaging vulnerable plaque. [5] [6] [7] [8] OCT is analogous to ultrasound, measuring the intensity of back-reflected infrared light rather than sound. 9 Initial in vitro OCT imaging of cardiovascular tissue was conducted with postmortem human aorta. 5 In these studies, OCT was shown to identify structural features such as lipid collections, thin intimal caps, and fissures characteristic of plaque vulnerablity. OCT has also been directly compared with high-frequency intravascular ultrasound, the current clinical technology with the highest resolution. 6, 7 The supe-rior resolution of OCT has been confirmed both quantitatively and qualitatively. 6, 7 Recently, in vivo OCT imaging has been performed of the rabbit aorta at 4 frames per second through a 2.9F catheter. 8 Structure within the rabbit aorta wall was defined at 10-m resolution, but saline infusion was required during imaging because blood led to significant attenuation of imaging. Eliminating the need for saline flushes would represent a substantial advance for intravascular OCT imaging.
Light attenuation in tissue (or blood) can arise from either scattering or absorption. OCT imaging is typically performed at 1300 nm in nontransparent tissue, where absorption is low. 10 Previous work has demonstrated that scattering of light by human tissue occurs from both the cells themselves and organelles within the cells, such as the mitochondria and nuclei. 11, 12 However, by far the predominate cell type of blood is the erythrocyte or red blood cell (approximately 5ϫ10 6 /L versus 4ϫ10 3 /L for the white blood cell). Because mature erythrocytes contain no nucleus or organelles, it can be hypothesized that the red cell volume is the major source of scattering. Mies treatment of the red blood cell is consistent with this hypothesis. 13 The reduced scattering coefficient, a measure of total scattering, has been previously expressed through the approximation method of the Mie theory as 14 s Јϭ(2.46/a)({1Ϫ})(2a n ex /) 0.37 ({n in /n ex }Ϫ1) 2.09 where s Ј is the reduced scattering cross section, is the volume fraction of the scattering particles relative to the total tissue volume, a is the radius of the particle, is the wavelength of the scattered light, n in is the intracellular refractive index, and n ex is the extracellular refractive index. This equation can be divided into two components, the refractive index dependent factor ({n in /n ex }Ϫ1) 2.09 and the scatter size-dependent factor ({1Ϫ})(2a n ex /) 0.37 . It can be seen that as n in and n ex become closer, the scattering approaches zero. The n in and n ex are not known at 1300 nm for the red cell, but in the visible region, they are 1.456 and 1.33. 15 Therefore, in the case of the erythrocyte, we hypothesize that by index matching, or increasing the plasmarefractive index closer to that of the intracellular refractive index, penetration will increase. In this study, dextran and intravenous contrast will be used to increase the refractive index of serum closer to that of the erythrocyte cytoplasm, theoretically increasing penetration. A feasibility will therefore be suggested for index matching as a method of improving OCT penetration through blood in vivo.
Methods
The principles behind OCT have been previously described. 5, 9 A superluminescent diode light source was used for OCT imaging. The diode had a median wavelength of 1300 nm and a spectral bandwidth of 50 nm. The resolution of images was 10 m. The resolution was determined experimentally by measuring the axial point spread function with the use of a mirror, a standard technique for defining resolution. The lateral resolution was determined by the spot size or focusing power of the lens system and was measured to be 10 m. Acquisition rates were Ϸ5 seconds, but systems have now been developed that can image at video rate. 16 A system was used that allows the blood to be circulated in vitro through transparent tubing to reproduce coronary flow. Human whole blood was obtained from discarded blood bank samples and diluted to a hematocrit (Hct) of Ϸ35% with normal saline (actual measured values for each group are listed in results section). As shown in Figure 1 , blood was pumped through a closed system of tubing by a perfusion pump (Sigma). The flow rate was 200 mL/min, which is approximately the peak flow in the coronary artery. The diameter of the tubing was 6 mm, approximately the diameter of a normal adult coronary. A reflector was placed in the tubing as shown in Figure 2 . The section of the reflector imaged is Ϸ2 mm below the inner surface of the tubing. Once blood was introduced into the system and circulated, OCT imaging of the reflector was performed. An example OCT image of the reflector is shown in Figure 3a . The red arrow is the reflector, the black arrow is the inner surface of the tubing, and B is the blood.
The total intensity of the signal off the reflector is used to represent penetration. The more light is scattered by blood, the less the signal off the reflector. The intensity on each image was measured in 10 transverse points on the reflector (A-scans), equally spaced along the length of the reflector, for each image using IP Laboratory (Scanalytics, Inc). The 10 paired measurements were averaged to give a single measurement for the image. Ten measurements were taken because the metal reflector is heterogeneous, varying by an average of 12%, for example, for dextran. A mirror could not be used because of the angular dependence.
After baseline data had been obtained with blood, test substances were added to the blood. The test substances were dextran (10 g in 40 mL of normal saline), 40 mL of intravenous contrast (Hexabrix, Mallinckrodt Inc), or normal saline (40 mL). The active ingredients of intravenous contrast are ioxaglate meglumine and ioxaglate sodium. The group refractive index for dextran and intravenous contrast we measured to be Ϸ1.52 and 1.46, respectively. Hct and red cell concentrations were measured before and after the experiments. The Hct was measured with capillary tube centrifugation; red cell concentration was measured with a hematocytometer. All substances added had a volume of 40 mL, which was added to a total volume of 260 mL.
Figure 1.
Representation of system used that allows blood to be circulated in vitro through transparent tubing to reproduce coronary flow. Blood was pumped through closed system of tubing by perfusion pump (Sigma). Flow rate was 200 mL/min, which is approximate peak flow in coronary artery. Diameter of tubing was 6 mm, which is approximate diameter of normal adult coronary artery.
Figure 2.
Reflector was placed in tubing as shown. Section of reflector imaged is Ϸ2 mm below inner surface of tubing. Once blood was introduced into system and circulated, OCT imaging of reflector was performed. Example OCT image of reflector is shown. In a separate series of experiments, the hypothesis that the predominate source of scattering is the intracellular/extracellular refractive index mismatch was qualitatively tested. A reflector was placed in the same circulating system as described above. The reflector was first imaged in the presence of saline. Then, after the saline was removed, blood (Hct 35%) was placed in the system and the intensity off the reflector measured again. Next, the lysed blood was added. To induce lysis, instead of diluting to a Hct of 35% with saline, the same volume of distilled water was added. Lysis to a Hct Ͻ1% was confirmed by light microscopy.
All values represent meanϮSEM. Two-sample t procedures were used to determine significant differences between groups. Figure 3 shows an example image generated in the presence and absence of intravenous contrast. The reflector intensity, shown by the red arrows, has increased in the second image because of the presence of the intravenous contrast. In Figure  4 , the summary of effects of dextran, intravenous contrast, and the saline control on penetration are illustrated. For the saline control, a 7Ϯ3% increase in signal intensity was noted, which was not a statistically significant effect. A 69Ϯ12% increase was noted for dextran, which was statistically different from the saline control (PϽ0.005). For the intravenous contrast, a 45Ϯ4% increase was noted, which was significantly different from the control (PϽ0.001).
Results
A decrease in Hct and red cell concentration is expected in all groups as the result of dilution (40 mL in 260 mL) alone, which should be constant across each group. In Figure 5 , the influence of each test compound on Hct and red cell concentration is examined to look for additional effects. Saline resulted in a 15Ϯ2% decrease in Hct, whereas a 17Ϯ2% decease was noted for dextran. Therefore, the effect is not due to tonicity. These values were not significantly different. A 24Ϯ2% decrease in Hct was noted for intravenous contrast, which was significantly more than the saline control (PϽ0.005). There was no significant difference in the reduction in red cell concentration for dextran (15Ϯ2%), intravenous contrast (19Ϯ2%), or the normal saline control (18Ϯ2%). Initial Hcts were not significantly different for saline (33Ϯ2%), dextran (31Ϯ1%), or intravenous contrast (32Ϯ2%). Figure 6 demonstrates imaging in the presence of saline, blood (Hct 35%), and lysed blood (Hct Ͻ1%). It can be seen that in the presence of blood, the reflector is difficult to locate. However, when the red cells were lysed, signal intensity returned to values not significantly different from saline. This is consistent with the hypothesis that intracellular/extracellular mismatch and not membranes or hemoglobin absorption is the main source of near infrared attenuation by blood.
Discussion
Previous work has suggested a link between changing refractive index and the optical properties of tissue. For one group, a possible correlation between blood glucose concentration and the reduced scattering coefficient of tissue was noted. 17 In their study, the authors suggested that increasing glucose concentration in the extracellular fluid resulted in increasing refractive index. Their hypothesis was that increasing the extracellular refractive index to a level near that of tissue cellular constituents resulted in improved penetration in tissue. Another group demonstrated that solute concentration effected scattering in yeast and perfused liver through a similar mechanism. 18, 19 In our study, the feasibility of index matching, the raising of serum refractive index to reduce index mismatch, was demonstrated for the potentially important clinical problem of increasing OCT penetration through blood. Both dextran and intravenous contrast were found to significantly increase penetration, as demonstrated by an increase in signal intensity. In the case of dextran, the effect was not due to the small amount of dilution that occurred, because the same volume of saline vehicle had no significant effect. The effect was also not due to lysis or changes in red cell volume because changes in cell number and Hct were the same for both dextran and saline. The dextran effect is For saline control, 7Ϯ3% increase in signal intensity was noted (not statistically significant). Increase of 69Ϯ12% was noted for dextran, which was statistically different from saline control (PϽ0.005). For intravenous contrast, 45Ϯ4% increase was noted, which was significantly different from control (PϽ0.001).
Figure 5.
Influence of each test compound on Hct and red blood cell concentration is examined for additional effects. Saline resulted in 15Ϯ2% decrease in Hct; 17Ϯ2% decease was noted for dextran. Values were not significantly different. Decrease of 24Ϯ2% in Hct was noted for intravenous contrast, which was significantly more than saline control (PϽ0.005). There was no significant difference in reduction in red blood cell concentration for dextran (15Ϯ2%), intravenous contrast (19Ϯ2%), or normal saline control (18Ϯ2%). Initial Hcts were not significantly different for saline (33Ϯ2%), dextran (31Ϯ1%), or intravenous contrast (32Ϯ2%). therefore consistent with index matching. With the intravenous contrast, a small but significant decrease in red cell volume was noted by a decrease in Hct but not the red cell number relative to the saline control. Therefore, although unlikely, some improvement in penetration may be due to a reduction in cell volume. The lack of improved penetration with the addition of normal saline (40 mL) may seem surprising. However, it is consistent with previous work that suggested dilution of the Hct to Ͻ10% was necessary before significant improvement in penetration was seen. 20 Because the red cell has no organelles and hemoglobin should not absorb significantly at this wavelength, our hypothesis is that the predominant source of attenuation is the mismatch between the serum and cytoplasm. In this study, a qualitative defense of this hypothesis was performed by demonstrating that lysis returned penetration to a value not significantly different from saline. The fact that the cell membrane is not the major source of scattering is not surprising because they are too small relative to the wavelength to significantly scatter. 21 In this study, fresh blood was not used for several reasons. First, the authors believed that although the mismatch and cell shape for blood bank cells may be somewhat different from fresh blood, blood bank samples were still sufficient for proof of concept. Second, because large volumes of blood were required, the blood bank appeared to be the optimal source.
The authors are not suggesting that dextran or intravenous contrast is the ultimate compound to be used for in vivo index matching. They were compounds that the laboratory possessed that had reasonable refractive indexes and that are already used intravenously. These experiments were intended only as feasibility studies for index matching. The current compounds did not increase penetration sufficiently for in vivo use and impractical volumes. Furthermore, considerations that need to be taken into account when considering an agent for in vivo use include toxicity, homogeneity of distribution, binding to serum constituents, rate of uptake by the cells, and rate of uptake into extravascular spaces. Although it may seem odd to use intravascular agents to reduce contrast, which is not currently done in clinical medicine, intravascular agents are widely used to increase contrast. This includes agents used in conventional radiography, CT, MRI, and nuclear medicine. Therefore, extension to contrast reduction does not represent a large change in clinical practice.
Conclusions
Index matching represents an attractive approach to increasing penetration through blood for intravascular OCT imaging. However, future studies are required to identify the appropriate agents for in vivo studies. Figure 6 . Slides: Imaging in presence of saline, blood (Hct 35%), and lysed blood (Hct Ͻ1%). In presence of blood, reflector is difficult to locate. However, when red cells were lysed, signal intensity returned to values not significantly different from saline. This is consistent with hypothesis that intracellular/extracellular mismatch and not membranes or hemoglobin absorption is main source of near infrared attenuation by blood.
